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Sample Essay on Nursing as a Profession 

What is a profession? Many people get paid for their knowledge or skills. Some people 

get paid to do their hobby, but many consider it a profession because there is huge involvement 

of money involved in the process. If one gets paid, then he/she becomes a professional 

consultant. The word "professional" means that you are an expert at what you do and not just a 

passionate member of that field. 

Many people think that nursing is not considered as a profession due to lack of required 

education from nursing schools and colleges. But they should know that being a good nurse 

requires higher education after high school only or after college too depending on the state or 

geographical area where one lives. After getting registered with the board of nursing, one can 

work either in a hospital, nursing home or even in private homes. 

This is one of the most demanding careers today because of its importance in medical 

fields. Many new nurses are needed daily to work for this profession, but not many are willing to 

give their time and dedication due to some expected reasons which will be discussed further in 

this article. If you want to become a nurse then it is important that you have good knowledge of 

biology, chemistry, physics and mathematics until the 10th grade level. You also need to have 

some basic skills on how to take care of elderly people or children just so you don't get scared 

when you finally meet your patients face-to-face on your first day at work. 

The average salary for registered nurses throughout the world varies. But some countries 

pay higher than others do. For example, in the United States, registered nurses get around 
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$68,000 per year which is about $32 per hour on average while in Italy they get more than 

$81,000 annually which equals to about $38 hourly. 

It is not just money that attracts people to join this profession but also the respect you get 

from other people and your patients when you make them feel better or save their life through 

your skills and knowledge of nursing. 

No matter what job one gets it is important that he/she does it with full dedication before 

expecting anyone's appreciation because only then one can become a true professional at his field 

of work. 

In conclusion, nursing has been considered as one of the most demanding professions in 

today's world because of its great importance in medical field. It is not easy to become a nurse, 

but if they are passionate about caring, loving and nurturing people then nothing can stop them 

from taking the challenge. 
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